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Can we use thin films to create

new materials, new properties and new devices ?

• Modification of material properties due to proximity of substrate:
- strain
- screening
- charge donation

• New material compositions: 
non-existent in bulk, but stabilized in film

• New sample preparation routes: 
MBE combined with distillation and 
control of stoichiometry during growth by resistivity measurements 

Yes, but one needs to understand the ‘physics’, i.e. need to understand 
what happens to the electronic structure !
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tensile in-plane strain slightly compresive in-plane strain

CoO :  a = 4.235 Å
c = 4.285 Å

c/a < 1 

CoO :  a = 4.424 Å
c = 4.15 Å

c/a >≈ 1 

(14Å)MnO/(10Å)CoO/(100Å)MnO/Ag(100) (90Å)CoO/Ag(100)

Lz =  1.36 µµµµB

2Sz =  2.46 µµµµB

Lx =  1.00 µµµµB

2Sx =  2.14 µµµµB

from best fit of
cluster calculations to

Co L23 XAS data

anisotropy: +4.8 meV anisotropy: - 1.6 meV



Cluster calculations establish
orientation and magnitude of magnetic moments
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CoO: high spin 3d7 ion

Orbital occupation and magnetic moment
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non-degenerate 
real-space orbitals

dxy - hole
Lz = 0 , S in x-y plane

degenerate 
real-space orbitals
d yz/dzx- hole → d-1

Lz = 1 µµµµB , 2Sz = 3 µµµµB
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Stabilizing rocksalt Cr1-xO by epitaxial growth 

RHEED on 18 ML Cr1-xO on MgO(100)

RHEED intensity vs. deposition time

• 0 < x < 0.3

• defect structure (ordered)

• multilayers Cr1-xO/MgO

• with NO2:  CrO2/3N1/3 ?!
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Modification of material properties using image charge screening

or strongly
polarizable semiconductor

Reduction of charge excitation energies:
•Coulomb energy: U  = Uo - 2Eimage

•Charge transfer energy: ∆   = ∆o - 2Eimage

•Bandgap: Eg = Ego - 2Eimage

Expectations:

Examples from experiments:
•Monolayer C60 on Ag :  U and Eg reduced by 1 eV
•thin oxide film on Ag :  U and ∆ reduced by 1-2 eV

•Stronger (super)exchange interactions: ~t2/U; ~t4/∆2(1/U-1/∆)
•Higher TC and TN  ?!!









Bandgap is reduced!               Rigidly! 
Molecular orbital structure is conserved!

MgO monolayer on Ag(100):
U and ∆ reduced by 2 eV! 
Multiplet splittings are conserved!



Bandgap is reduced because on-site Coulomb energy U is reduced! 





Egap = constant ?
EF

What happens at a semiconductor –metal  interface 

G.A. Sawatzky
UBC - Vancouver



EF + Bending

∆Egap ~ 1eV Depends on Orientation!

Orientation changes the gap at interface 
Orientation disorder is really bad 

G.A. Sawatzky
UBC - Vancouver



Influence of STM tip on
bandgap of solid C60 ?!
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K3C60
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∆V =                  per MgO or NiO double layer

IMPOSSIBLE !!

57.9 Volt
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2-2-2- 2+2+ 1+1+

MnS(111): I-

ZnO(0001):OH-,Na+

MgO(111) in Cu
K3C60(111): C60

1.5-

EuO(111): Eu1+

half charge termination

/- Zener-breakdown: ionic charge at surface = in bulk

Surface
- facets: pyramids with (100) surfaces
- reconstructs: octopolar at NiO (111)
- attracts charged contaminants: OH-, I-

half charge termination

Surfactants !!



K3C60



























Fe3O4 : Magnetite



Polar Surface of Fe3O4 (100)





Work in progress …….



Thin films:
Lehrstuhl fur Angewandte Physik, II. Physikalisches Institut

Technique: Molecular Beam Epitaxy
- control of oxygen stoichiometry
- compatible with electron spectrocopies 

• ultra high vacuum (1x10-10 mbar)
• effusion cells and e-beam evaporators
• oxidizers: O2, O3, NO2, O-radicals
• co-evaporation and distillation 
• resistivity monitoring during growth !
• in-situ RHEED and LEED 
• in-situ XPS and XAS 

Materials:  binary oxides with precise stoichiometry control

Eu



identical copies

MBE + 
in-situ ρ(T)
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